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16-4-2016 
Living Negativity and the Judge 

 
Sometimes, and recently again, ‘doubt’ – to put it mildly – can arise in people, a form 

of open or hidden criticism of how I work. In this hearticle I will, not justify but explain some 
background for this. Reality doesn’t need to be justified. The Judge has never spoken from a 
place of Truth and it will always be that way. Yet, the criticism, like any form of obscurity, 
can inspire the Man in a man to show the truth, Reality, how it functions beyond how the 
Judge seems to want it to be. Inside I laugh about the criticism. But I can also seriously say 
things about it. 

If I sum up all the criticisms of ‘my’ Heart work during the whole period since 12 and 
a half year ago when it started to manifest more obviously in the outside world, I should 
almost be proud of the long list that I have gathered so far, certainly if we consider the fact 
that my Work in Depth is not suited to be displayed before big audiences and I work on a 
small scale, with individuals or a small group of people, with Forces in fact, Forces that 
manifest through individual people and in a certain context or constellation of Forces. 
Although on feeling level it can be – and is often – heavy for the Body to process criticism, 
I’m not against criticism and one of these years I might gather and publish the criticisms. So 
people can, safely at home on the sofa, choose their favourites, the ones fitting their minds 
best. 

I will go more deeply into one, recent, example of this bouquet of criticism, but bear 
in mind that this is ‘just’ one example. It is, generally, about living ‘negativity’, giving shape 
to it. The criticism I will address here – not an easy one if it is about shining some light on the 
subject – is about the following. Some people (like to) say I talk – not exclusively, but still – 
negatively about people, and this so behind their back, to make it worse. It is sad that they 
forget that I also make jokes about people, also (though again not exclusively) behind their 
back. It seems I will have to take some sins with me into my grave if people bluntly refuse to 
acknowledge and address them. 

Let’s say this first. In the mist of Unconsciousness, being Divided in Two sides, there 
is a supposition that if Realization of Truth has happened, if one has been Fundamentally 
Freed from the Mist of Unconsciousness (or, rather, of the Deluding Force), all supposed 
‘negativity’ vanishes for good and one becomes a beam of Pure Light radiating constantly its 
splendour to everyone who would like a touch of it. The Earth, Female in its Being Form, 
carries this Dark ‘negativity’. Whether one Realizes being Pure Consciousness or not – this is 
not the issue now – in order to manifest this Light of Consciousness in and truly Touch the 
Earthly Realm, it is not possible – nor necessary – to go around this so-called ‘negativity’. 

In my view and experience it is not a lack but a sign of Love if one is not attached to 
the Light Side of the Coin of Life, if one doesn’t merely try to radiate Love or Consciousness 
from the higher planes of human Existence to the lower earthly realms, to human bodies or 
hearts, radiating what seems to be the Truth or, in a form, the Light. It is rather a sign of Love 
– and part of the One Non-Separate Truth – if one(’s heart) is willing to be actually and 
deeply touched by the negativity usually ruling here on earth. This negativity needs, 
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subsequently, to be given a form. If this is not allowed, the Light of Consciousness cannot 
reach the earthly realm of Form. This is only possible if one’s whole Body becomes that 
Consciousness, after having gone through the Inner Struggle of Light and Dark. Moreover, 
without giving Form (in a conscious, responsible way), usually the Body gets more and more 
choked, overloaded with dark forms waiting for their turn to be acknowledged as forms that 
‘want to’ be released. True, the basis of this release and transcendence – the necessity of it 
always continuing – is Consciousness. They, the forms, need to be Seen-Felt. Yet, again, if 
the process of transcending (dark) forms remains in the sphere of pure Consciousness, it 
cannot touch one’s environment, it stays incapable of touching the earth. 

In the end, and this makes sense of course, True Wholeness manifests on (and as) all 
Levels or Spheres of Life. It doesn’t have its, safe or less or not painful, favourites to which It 
limits Itself. This certainly includes the deepest – and most heavy – levels of manifestation: 
the body ‘and’ the entire emotional realm. These spheres are the most unpopular among 
people, and understandably so. The most pain is to be expected there, chaos, unsafeness, no 
certainty, no control, Life taking its own course. If one, consciously, allows and actually lives 
these realms as Part of the One Indivisible Truth, one can truly forget about any form of an 
easy, comfortable life. 

Generally speaking – and although people are dual – they, fed up with, tired of the 
heaviness of the earth, certainly with the lowest realms, like to visit or be taken to the Higher 
levels or spheres of (human) existence. Of old, people always saw this option here in ‘me’, 
also before Realization of Truth happened here. They intuitively felt if they would associate 
with this ‘thing’ here, they would be relieved of something, would be taken to a ‘place’ they 
could not reach by themselves. This natural attraction of people to what might seem to be a 
‘me’, a more developed form of themselves, never seduced me to become a teacher with the 
accompanying advantages of that – even though I was not against or resisting this natural 
attraction either. 

The attraction, however, has always been double. It’s like with a normal lover. There 
is a pull to come closer, to unite – but then again, if it gets too close, if the ‘I’, the person 
seems to dissolve (‘too much’), the other side shows up, naturally as well: resistance. It is not 
uncommon, if not usual, that people – their ego, in the end – like to be uplifted, to be relieved 
of the usual heaviness, of the usual emptiness of life in the world of form, life as Form. This 
relief can only Truly Happen in the Heart and nowhere else, but this is a Relief on the Deepest 
Level. On the more superficial levels of daily life, life on earth will all the more be 
experienced as heavy if the Heart is truly allowed. People, in their normal self-obsession, only 
want to be Relieved if they could feel better. Coming Closer to the Heart – as radically 
Manifested here – means, indeed, unavoidably, becoming more and more aware of how heavy 
it is actually on earth. Who is waiting for this, if the ‘promise’ – that I never made, by the way 
– seemed to have been ‘relief’? ‘Relief’, that is: relief for women, for Woman in general, tired 
as She is of the heaviness of the Earth(ly Forces), constantly petrifying her heart, day after 
day, year after year, century after century, lifetime after lifetime. Man, as He Is, not bound to 
the Earth, doesn’t bother with relief. He prefers to Understand Reality, Truth, and to be It, the 
Understanding of which doesn’t matter to Woman at all, or at least not to one side of Her. 
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After giving this background I like to return to the original criticism, ‘me’ speaking 
negatively about people. Whatever I will say more about this still, it must be seen that 
becoming (vaguely) aware of or even uttering the criticism, whatever kind of, is already a part 
of people’s common dual movement away from the Heart, away from Dissolving in the 
Beloved, that I have described. It might be tempting to go into details about the content of the 
criticism – and I am not radically against it – but without this context of the unavoidable Dual 
movement in people this doesn’t make sense. It is certainly not so that if, in people’s – usually 
from Reality Separate and, therefore, judgemental – view, everything would be perfect here, 
then Surrender would take place, Dissolution in the Heart. It is not that, luckily, at the last 
minute or well in advance they Saw the terrible truth here – for instance, talking negatively 
about people – and they could escape in time before making a big mistake, before Trusting 
Azar, before there would have been no way back. In Reality we must See that first the 
Separating movement appears. And I’m not against this Movement as a Fundamental Force of 
Reality: without Woman Separating from Man, the Form from the Formless, we would not 
have been here as human forms. But anyway, in the Movement away the criticism starts. It is 
not that people are so hopelessly dedicated to and in Love with Truth that, unfortunately, also 
here, even here, they must conclude with a sigh that the Truth is not actually lived. 

The rise of criticism stems from people’s not comprehended Duality in themselves. 
When they are here, they might be quite eager in participating in – or at least do not easily 
resist – the fact of meditating other people who are not present at the moment, whatever form 
it takes. But, then again, if later Separation takes over, that same meditation ‘suddenly’ 
becomes ‘wrong’. It is also relevant here that, Viewed from a Deeper Impersonal Perspective, 
quite a few people play ‘just’ a temporary – but, possibly, important – role in the Whole 
Process of the Heart Manifesting Itself in the world as Body, as Perceptible Form. People do 
not easily Understand this role and the temporariness and, in the unavoidable Separating 
movement, criticism comes up to ‘clear’ the way for moving out. Unexplainably losing 
interest to stay (or become more, deeper) involved seems not satisfactory for the mind. The 
Dark Force helps a little hand and provides some criticisms that sound good. 

The criticism is a way of justifying the Movement Away from the Heart, the natural 
Tendency to want to survive as an individual, and, let’s face it, as an ego, a separate ‘entity’ 
that likes to be in (its own) relation with other entities but not Become Relation Itself, not 
Become One with all the other entities. The ego wants to exist as itself. It wants to get here 
what it can use for itself. For women a favourite in this respect is (unconditional) Love and 
the seeming availability of a ‘trash can’ that takes all their unfelt pain without complaint. 
Men’s favourites are rather Consciousness and, related to this, power, with which he assumes 
he can get (more) women. The ego wants to have these and others assets without making a 
True Gesture to the Heart, without surrendering something fundamental of the inherently 
separating Ego. 

And here we are. This, becoming One with everyone around, is exactly what happened 
here, on a Level or Depth of Reality where the ego cannot and, truly, doesn’t want to See. ‘I’, 
this Body – and this includes the Female Body Surrendered to the Heart – actually live 
people’s states on all Levels of Life. This happens not only whole-heartedly but also whole-
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energetically, whole-bodily. I am – that is: we are – not against the Whole of Reality, as the 
ego is that wants to attain and chooses the best parts of reality for its own business. ‘I’ 
actually and consciously live people’s cramp, pains, troubles, inflictions, indistinctness, 
tendencies and whatever, in ‘my’ Body – that is no longer mine – to an extent and depth that 
people cannot (and, again, do not want to) imagine, let alone feel.  

Indeed, if people would ever reach a state of humility in which they actually Feel what 
I Feel in my most intimate Contact with the world, every form of judgement simply could not 
arise any more. It is the arrogant mind ‘living’ people’s lives, its absence of Feeling what is 
actually going on – in the first place all kinds of variations of Pain – that has judgements, 
opinions, criticisms. It avoids life and criticizes from its easy chair. It doesn’t touch life and 
isn’t touched by it. It doesn’t participate, but prefers to safely shout from the side lines. If one 
actually starts to Feel what is really going on here on earth beyond and below what the mind 
wants to know, Feel all this ‘even’ in and as one’s own Body, one would be humbled beyond 
what one could have ever imagined. 

Why should I support the negative life attitude of being against negativity and in 
favour of positivity? I am not (a) Woman. I Am Man, in the First Place. This attitude is, 
obviously, Woman’s idea – and from Her stems the judgement. In Her Separation from Man 
it is ‘Woman’ – manifesting Herself through male and, even more strongly so, female Bodies 
– who has judgements to other people and who likes to talk negatively behind their back if 
only or mainly for the reason that it seems to give Her some, temporary, relief of the heavy 
Burden She always feels inside Her. Preferably She talks and transmits (negativity) in a 
masked way, leaving Herself out of the suspicion zone thus. If I associate with the world – 
Female of Origin – with Woman, I am not against giving a form to Woman’s ‘negativity’ that 
for Man (as He Is) does not have the judgemental load on it that Woman Herself has for 
Herself. She knows this negativity lives inside Her but She cannot get rid of the burden by 
Herself – only with and via Man can something be Done here, at least on Fundamental Level. 
And so She turns to Man, to See if He is ‘Perfect’ – which is, in Her deluded view or hope: 
without negativity, only being Positive, the Other Side of Herself – and if He can, thus, 
Relieve Her of Herself, of Her inner Burden of negativity. 

By being Conscious of the negativity – and I, ‘my’ Body and Heart (Who have 
Become One) are supersensitive to this – I can give a form to this negativity. I really do this 
a lot, by far most of which people do not see. Talking about the Dark Force in someone is in a 
way, in my case at least, the same as putting the ‘negativity’ in a song that has a much bigger 
chance to be valued by people. If I didn’t do this, giving shape to ‘negativity’, you could 
throw this Heart in the garbage dump in no time. The Deeper the Heart Manifests Itself into 
the Earthly Realm – fucking heavy as it is, without exaggeration or complaint – the more 
forms should be given back to still cope with what is offered here in the Lower Realms of 
Life that are inherently much more heavy than the Higher Realms. Some people, if they could 
see me busy, might even think I am mentally disturbed or physically ill or both. I just give 
back in Form what happens here actually on earth, behind the smiles and other faking that 
many people are tired of in fact but do not (yet) dare to address in themselves. 
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Anyhow, I do this, giving a form to negativity – and also to positivity, by the way, but 
strangely enough I never get criticisms on that side of the story (how come?) – in a Free way. 
I could be mild on the ego and say here: of course people cannot check if this ‘thing’ here, 
this Heart, this Consciousness, is really Free here and not just copying Female Earthly 
Darkness, Her Negativity. I could say they cannot check if this ‘thing’ here is not just 
expressing this negativity in the same Mist in which it arose and hid, if it is not just uttering 
the negativity whenever it feels like, not to Transcend anything, not to Add (read: Allow) 
Man(’s Light) to it, but just to want to get rid of the (indeed, heavy) burden. But it is the same 
Ego that does not really want to Check with Me (or, rather, Feel Directly), if this Freedom 
without judgement is True or not, if the forms are let out Freely without leaving traces, 
without adding damage to people instead of working on humanity’s Relief from Karma 
(through people of flesh and blood). It stays behind a wall, and from there it shoots criticisms. 

And these criticisms are always about the negative side in themselves that they want 
to get rid of, preferably for free. Indeed, why do people not criticize the positivity here, when 
this is given a form? Can such a one sidedness ever be the Truth, the One Truth That 
Manifests as Two? (Well, honestly, there are women who cannot stand compliments for they 
don’t feel True to them and don’t address the burden of the Darkness they feel inside them. It 
is true, in the life of Duality, the Judge has two sides to judge, a huge and continuous work for 
there is always one side on top, one side that seems to prevail in any given moment.) 

When I express something classified as negative I do not want anything with it for 
myself. Nothing. There is no hidden agenda, no strategy – something that would be easily, if 
not necessarily, the case if the Heart is not present or Manifested. There is no purpose, 
including not having to return to the positive side of the coin again. It’s true, I have it easy 
talking, because there is no ‘self’ any more here. The Lie of the whole project ‘self’ has been 
thoroughly Seen through. Still, for ‘selves’ I stay under suspect of having a secret self or 
rather openly so but with the label of ‘Selfless’. Well, to Ego one cannot explain the Mirror: 
accepting this ‘explanation’, accepting to See, would be its death. 

It happens sometimes that people are present if some ‘negativity’ is given a form here. 
It is tempting to, instead of Being (in the Heart) with ‘me’ in this and, thus, turning within, 
merely look outside oneself, to see what I – I, this supposed I with its supposed interests – am 
doing, or what we are doing. We don’t do anything. We do not add anything. We just allow 
the process of purification of ‘karma’, of people’s so far unfelt cramp, feelings – by giving a 
conscious form. The people who are too bothered by this – refusing to look into the Mirror, as 
almost everyone does – will not only leave the scene but hide themselves, their own reality, in 
judgements to the scene where or to the persons through whom the supposedly wrong forms 
are expressed. To protect themselves, they must attack. The poison of judgement – talking 
about negativity – is, however, not felt by the critics. This poison is the same as the negativity 
that has been transmitted to ‘my’ Body and can manifest as such since it is triggered out of its 
snake hole where it usually hides in its being a good social citizen. 

If, on the contrary, people are and feel with ‘me’, with us, then the ‘negativity’ that 
(finally) gets a form is not only not wrong, it seems to be and feels like a natural part of the 
process of discovering, seeing, feeling, experiencing the truth here on earth, as lived through 
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our Bodies. Especially if people are not physically here it gets more difficult to feel part of 
and One with the Process that is Selflessly happening here. And it often happens that people 
‘flip over’ to a place where judgements are almost if not totally unavoidable. From a separate, 
individualistic perspective, suddenly everything is seen in a different ‘light’. Suddenly – and 
the ‘flip over’ can also come gradually – we seem to practice Darkness ourselves instead of 
what we seemed to have ‘promised’, to bring Light to the earth, or Love, or Oneness. 
Suddenly, for the one who is an outsider now (or anyhow), we seem to have lost ourselves in 
the Darkness and project on other people ‘negativity’. 

It’s not one word against the other. We are at a very different ‘place’, if one separates 
him or herself into a perspective of individual existence which exists as a seeming struggle of 
all against all with everyone having their own interests that certainly includes staying away 
from ‘negativity’ and presenting oneself as ‘clean’. Imagine the ‘negatives’ of the old photo 
camera type. If one doesn’t (want to) Know what reality is, how the real colours look like, one 
can think that the negatives are the correct, real version. But, in fact, one doesn’t know. Yet, 
and not without arrogance next to the blindness, the mind – refusing to go into the Bodily 
Realm of Life – judges one side of Life if, again, it deludes itself into choosing one side as the 
real one, usually the individual separate existence. The favourite one is defined as real, a most 
common mistake made here on earth. It judges what it is afraid of, what seems to be against 
its (individual) interests. 

The Female world of Duality, of being Lacerated by the Fight between Form and 
Formlessness, is Black-White. In that world it seems as if we must choose. We are in favour 
of someone or something or against him or her or it. One feels an urge to choose, a seeming 
dilemma, which is inherently deluding if one reacts to it. In Man’s world one doesn’t choose, 
however. He Shows (reality). If I say something about someone that ‘Woman’, the Female 
Force, considers negative, She assumes I am against him or her. Confusing as it may be for 
Her, this is not true at all. But if people do not (want to) Understand and Include Duality as 
the Manifest Truth, if they ‘falsely’ identify with one side of the Duality of Life, they will 
always judge. Lost in one side, there will always be something threatening for the 
continuation of that side, as long as the Ego – that is: the chooser – prefers that side, before it 
may flip over to the other side. One woman who left me had it at least ‘clear’ for herself: she 
had to leave because, next to a life lived in truth, she also wanted to live the life of ego; she 
needed that also. You can put a life of Truth on the shopping list of Ego, why not, but it will 
never come to visit you. The ego stays in control with its shopping list. 

Unlike the Ego, the projector, here, in Man’s World, is no (fixed) tendency to make 
someone black. The blackness is there already and I live (through) it in and as this Body. The 
Heart, if Manifested on an Earthly Level as Such, is always Free in living persons as if it 
would be Its Own Drama. In Reality, (only) if one Understands the Duality of Life, can one 
Freely live, on a Bodily level, the karma, the cramp, the hidden Pain of people, of humanity 
ultimately. I am not against anyone. I am not seducible at this point. Whatever words come 
out of my mouth in the heat of a moment, living people’s negativity can never seduce ‘me’ to 
turn against someone – never, simply because ‘I’ can no longer be successfully seduced to 
any side of any coin in the Dualities of Life. If I seem to be hard on someone, I am hard on 
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the Force I have to deal with, the Force That Separates, That Wants to Keep the Division 
between Dark and Light on Earth intact. In my terms, this is the Female Force that wants to 
hide its Darkness from the Eye of Man. Even though She Knows He is Her Saviour in the 
End, the Only One Who can Relieve Her in His Heart, still She needs to Fight Him – and I’m 
not against that. Judgement to what He is Doing – Approaching Her Dark Domain (with Her 
hidden interests) too closely, too intimately – is but one of the many weapons (albeit a main 
one) with which She has to defend Herself, Her supposed interests. By all means She wants to 
keep Her Ego with Her interests hidden in the Dark, even though these interests are Her 
torturer. 

Indeed, let’s face it. The judgements and criticisms start when something of the Ego in 
someone is triggered too much, too badly, or even triggered in the smallest sense, so small 
that at first glance it seems almost unbelievable what a strong reaction the ego has to a light 
touch. Instead of bowing for (a deeper) reality that has appeared to be so, the ego cannot 
overcome itself and in its panic and fury, in its struggle to survive, to protect its image, the 
Ego starts proving that, in fact the Ego is here, in ‘me’. Ego knows: attacking is the best 
defence. As I have said, as long as people nicely flow along in the Force of the Heart here, 
there seems no problem. But, under the surface the ‘problem’ is already there, but ego doesn’t 
(want to) know it yet. It never read Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde – or it doesn’t want to be 
reminded. At a certain point, the ego gets triggered. This cannot and doesn’t need to be 
avoided. Life appears – again, after all – to have another side as well. And the supposedly bad 
side is easily projected here, on ‘me’, on what I’m Doing – not much unlike how it also 
happens in ‘normal’ life, between partners for instance. This happens easily when one sees 
‘me’ dealing with the Dark Force that, in the eyes of the life resisting Judge, should not have 
been there at all – and certainly not here. According to Ego there should be a buffer of at least 
ten metres around the Body here, so that no darkness can enter the Heart. I See this 
differently. I cannot Work with and on the world(’s karma) in that way, not when I would stay 
‘clean’. 

People have difficulty combining the Love they find here – and that might come as a 
soft shock – with their normal daily life centred around the ‘self’, the Ego with its interests. 
Being in the normal world that is crammed with and cramped from Ego people cannot but 
resonate with the Egoic Force of self-centredness, ‘become’ it more again. You must be very 
inwardly Strong to be able to Stand up against this, and to not let yourself be sucked into and 
drown in it, taking over Ego’s individualistic viewpoint as the ‘normal’ one from which to 
view reality. Ego takes over again, often secretly, gradually, and with ‘good’ arguments it 
starts its projections, out of ‘good-heartedness’ to protect the person against ‘Me’, the Heart. 
If one has no willingness to turn within – thoroughly, and in Non-Separation from the Heart – 
projection is unavoidable and irresponsibility keeps ruling. From reality separate criticism 
shows up. 

We better not underestimate how huge the Ego is, how totally overwhelming, 
determining it is of one’s whole life. It’s not so that people live their lives and sometimes, 
oops, something of the Ego shows up; can happen. It is the other way round. People live 
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constantly in an ego-cramp without knowing and sometimes, possibly, if they’re lucky, a shot 
of Life appears in the midst of this unconscious cramp of ego. 

Talking about Ego and its tendency to believe and convince people it knows better 
while speaking from a place without Being in Relation, what I haven’t really addressed so far 
in this hearticle is the following. It is all the more interesting – and fruitful – if Man and 
Woman together, as One Body with two (or more) bodies, meditate, feel through and give 
shape to the negativity. In case they have Realized Their Oneness, the Woman-Body does not 
have a basic resistance any more in having to live the side of the egoic resistance involved in 
the negativity. On a deeper level She Knows by now that Man can free Her again and again 
and She won’t stay stuck in it. Man’s task, then, is not to Force the ego to surrender to Him 
and thus be able to go beyond the cramp at hand, but to surround the ego with His Love. Even 
though things sometimes can become tough or fiery – or stuck – if He persists and does not 
separate from the (Pain inherent in the) Egoic Force, sooner or later the Melt down in His 
Heart happens. Usually, there are different stages in the process of going through negativity, 
(not necessarily always so clearly or in the same order) including for instance sitting in what 
feels like Unconsciousness, feeling completely stuck, expressing anger in a fiery way or 
through talking in a normal tone (and this might seem like talking negatively about 
‘someone’, making black), a fight between man and woman, feeling separate from each other, 
sexuality arising, silently meditating the actual pain involved, feeling the cramp in the Heart, 
at the side of the ribs, feeling the separation between various parts of the Body, especially 
between 3rd and 4th chakra but also, invariably involved, the separation between head and 
trunk, acting crazy, tiredness, love arising at a certain point and whatever else. Usually, Man 
also needs to screw or ‘worm’ himself Down to not lose – or regain – contact with the Bodily 
Realm of life, since the Heart is easily ‘kicked out’ from the Earthly Realm by many forms of 
negativity, (invisible) manifestations of the Dark Force, variations on the same theme of the 
Separating Force Dividing everything and everyone into Two. Indeed, copying the negativity 
– or rather: giving conscious form to it – is integral part of the Process of Freeing the 
negativity of itself. Putting Consciousness into Form is the same as the Return of the Form 
into its Source the Formless – or: Woman into Man. 

 
Some judgements are so obviously true to people – like not talking negatively about 

other people behind their back, when they are not physically present – that these are the 
favourite ones of the Judge. They do not need further explanation. Mentioning them should be 
enough to do the job, to fulfil the hidden purpose. The ‘obviously true’ judgements are never 
reality itself, they are about reality, a supposed reality. They cannot be True, therefore, they 
can never be Reality Itself, but are part of a resistance to Reality as It Is. Judging thus, one 
doesn’t want to See that one is, in fact, defending the fundamental Separation on earth 
between High and Low, present as it is in almost every human Body. Both options are judged. 
Not only living the Darkness without Light is being judged. And, in fact, this includes also 
speaking as if one would be at the Light side of life and in the meantime acting out the dark. 
On the other hand, if one stays above the Dirt and refuses to Go Down to be touched by, if not 
become, the Pain of the Earth, this can be judged as well, albeit this is done less frequently 
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and often even praised. But all this judging is so awfully safe, so boring, so manipulative, so 
repetitive. Who is actually Willing to Live the Pain of the Dark empty form-life of people in 
his or her Heart and Body – beyond judging, beyond escaping therefore? 

We – and all the more so the Woman-form(s) I Work with – can give a form to the 
(repressed) attitude of someone to (a force coming through) someone else. We might even 
seem to reinforce it. We seem to support the one with the, often repressed or (partly) 
unconscious, negative attitude towards another. We seem to support people in their egoic 
choice against one side of the coin of life that they locate in others. On the face of it, it might 
look like I – or we – hold and express some, negative, opinion about someone. I don’t have 
any opinions, however. Here are no fixed ideas, about no one and nothing. I let opinions, like 
a poison, enter me, I am aware of them and possibly give a form to them and I am free again – 
or still Free. Nothing takes root. Nothing can transform this Formlessness into Form – well, at 
least not in a fixed form. When, in a specific context, with someone specific being meditated, 
with certain Karma hanging in the room, ‘I’ seem to talk black about someone behind his or 
her back – something obviously nasty to the community of self-proclaimed judges – it doesn’t 
leave any traces here. 

Strange as it may sound, it usually happens as part of the surrounding of the Ego of 
someone – with hidden Love. If I would go against one’s (possibly unconscious) negative 
feeling, opinion, resentment or judgement to someone else, I create (or reinforce one’s inner 
dual) conflict, and the resistance to reality only grows instead of melting. So I seem to support 
someone in his or her troubles in relations with other people. And I – or, rather, the Woman-
form(s) I work with as part of a bigger Work – seem to have the same opinion or feeling to an 
even greater extent. It’s true, not very usual as it is for a more Conscious someone, I don’t 
have any difficulties with expressing emotions. What I, in ‘my’ Freedom, do in reality is to 
invite the Ego to come out of its holes so that I can work with it. If the Ego feels not 
supported or even obstructed it keeps hiding and I cannot Do anything: I cannot Respond to a 
deeper Call to be, finally, relieved of the inner burden – which would mean a (bit of) relief for 
everybody, not only for the one who is stuck with the negative feeling or resentment. 

Talking behind one’s back happens and I would not want to live in a supposedly clean 
and perfect environment that forbids this. Purity resides beyond moral behaviour. Talking 
behind one’s back has certainly got to do with the fact that by far the most people I have ever 
met in my life – and still meet – are rather childish in the sense that they can’t take anything I 
would say about their ego directly in the face, nor via someone else, indeed. I’m quite 
experienced here at this point. It’s the very same ego that is so arrogant to assume that it is 
able to handle it and supposedly wants me to be direct, say things directly to him or her. If I 
say something about one’s ego, one’s avoidance of Contact, and the usual resistance starts 
then I, my Body, has to deal with it, absorb, process the usually big kick I get in return from 
the wall that I had tried to reach beyond. It’s like trying to cut through a piece of wood with a 
karate chop: if the wood doesn’t break you get the nasty rebound. I’m not against this pain, 
but addressing one’s ego before its time always blocks thoroughly if not completely any 
possible form of contact afterwards – with the person in question still believing it can handle 
it but meanwhile giving my Body all the egoic resistance against Life (as It is beyond their 
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egoic preference) that it gathered in his or her life to process in a second. No Heart-body 
manages to do this. And I get sick on the spot, and might stay so for quite some days or even 
months. I learned to deal much more subtly with the ego, to dance with it, as I call it. It’s not 
that I avoid being sick from it, but my way is rather to gradually incite it out of its holes, 
when it deems itself unseen or not judged. 

Talking behind one’s back can happen as part of showing how the Ego manifests 
through people not currently present, knowing that if I would address the ego directly in the 
person who is present he or she would not take it, which is almost a certainty. By showing 
the, in the end, same ego, in others, some people turn out to be willing to look inside 
themselves and see the ego indeed, in a roundabout way but in any case. Sometimes they are 
even really touched by, through ‘my’ Heart, seeing the Ego so Clearly suddenly, even though 
via other people, other manifestations of the same Ego, indeed. Something in their lives can 
be touched for good by Seeing it. 

The thing is not only that when people hear things being said about them by ‘me’ in an 
indirect way – and in general – the facts are almost unavoidably distorted, but, much ‘worse’, 
the transmitter puts his or her ‘own’ energy in the message. This doesn’t just colour the 
message a bit, it changes it completely. And people might feel judged, understandably. The 
Heart is Free from judgement but, usually, the transmitter isn’t. And things get messy – 
something that is in any case not (totally) possible to avoid, whether one tries this or not. In 
general, I can say that if people are with ‘Me’ in the Heart Space, everything – and certainly 
this whole complicated topic – is seen and felt in a totally different atmosphere, perspective. 
If not, if separation rules, again or still, people cannot and do not anyway want to follow what 
happens in reality and the judge is their first friend to turn to then. 

For understanding how I Work – in case one is, exceptionally, really interested in this 
– it is also important to See that I work with the one who is in contact with me at that moment 
or in general, not with the one at whom the supposedly black talk seems directed. If ‘I’ or our 
Contact ‘succeeds’ in transcending, or softening, one’s resentment to someone – or, for 
instance, to a whole sex, the male or female one – then the one I seem to have talked 
negatively about is, possibly, only ‘helped’ by this, instead of it doing him or her extra harm. 
In the Heart’s Freedom and Love that manifested here as this Body I couldn’t manage anyway 
to harm someone, whatever that means – unlike harming one’s ego, which is for me, indeed, 
not easy to avoid, even when I don’t intend to do so. My existence and manifestation as Heart 
is a pain in the arse for the Ego, whatever I do and don’t. It will always seemingly judge ‘Me’ 
as the Mirror, whereas in fact it judges itself, its own supposedly wrong side of the duality of 
human life. 

The one who is really interested in ‘my’ Heart and how I Work will (not judge but) 
See that I do not talk black about people. I, might, talk about and address the way the Ego 
manifests in someone. I don’t want to make black what is black already, this would be stupid. 
It’s rather that the Ego doesn’t want any Light shone on itself, so it starts to judge, blacken the 
procedure of shining this Light on itself. The ones not really interested in what I Do will 
judge anyway if, despite this disinterest – and probably out of some egoic interest – they 
come in touch with my Work somehow. For the Ego the way I work, surrounding the ego 
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with Love, is much worse and threatening than attacking the ego directly upon which the ego 
loves to fight in return. I don’t fight the Ego, I Respond with Man’s No-Fight Beyond the 
normal Female Dual Fight. Fighting in return – in return to attacking ‘my’ and other’s Heart – 
is usually not part of how I Work, although it can happen sometimes, certainly in (relatively) 
extreme situations. Sometimes, anyway, giving a kick in return is the only ‘sensible’ thing to 
do. 

Interestingly, it happens (or can happen) that in (a) Woman’s presence I say different 
things – including about other people – than when I’m with men, if there is something to say 
at all in the latter case. Also when I’m alone, in this Space, the consciousness here has 
different things to ‘say’ or be aware of. Woman is much harder on (other) people than Man. 
This, often hidden, hardness has its own function in the whole Man-Woman Drama: She has 
to protect herself against the man who is not truly Her Beloved. It, anyway, plays a role in 
why I might also start to talk harder in Her presence – possibly including about the men She 
seems not to consider Her True Man – even though, as I have said, I’m Free in it and I 
certainly will, with or especially without words, ‘Add’ Man to what I say, not merely repeat 
Woman’s Drama and give a form to it in words or energetically or in any case. 

I’m not against this whole ‘procedure’. But it’s true, it’s not easy for a Woman to see 
that I speak or act out Her own hardness – possibly hidden in the depths of Her 
Unconsciousness. Certainly – or: only – if She ‘cannot’ Look or resists Looking Inside 
Herself, then projection is not far away and easily more confusion seems added to the already 
existing one. If the Woman stays Close with ‘Me’ however, with Man(’s Heart), everything 
will become Clear. With Separation the ‘problems’ start, doubt, judging, seeing and 
experiencing things from an individual perspective, something that is a great and largely 
unrecognized suffering. If She stays in My Heart, the overview will increasingly transpire 
through – including regarding talking about people, which, here, is part of gaining Clarity of 
the Whole, of the Forces Working upon one another, and not a separating act as it looks like 
from the individual – deluding – perspective. Indeed, the supposedly negative talking about 
people, if done (or rather Allowed) in a Free Conscious Non-judging way, plays an Integral, 
indissoluble part in gaining Clarity and shining Light on the Dark Forces. It is not at all part 
of being against some person. But if you, as almost everyone, live and view from an 
individual perspective – instead of from (and possibly even judging) the Impersonal One That 
is (Embedded in (a much Deeper)) Reality – you will have a hard time believing and 
Understanding this. 

I Respond. I Respond to obscurity in people, to what is not (yet) Clear. Almost all I 
say is related to this. Of myself I don’t have anything to say. In my teens I hardly ever said a 
word. What I say – now – Is not ‘me’. It is, a Response, indeed. And for making things clear, 
I can use other people’s example. This works better than talking in general theoretical terms. 
People, thus, can better feel what I mean, apart from merely trying to understand. I Work in a 
Close way – not distantly. 

Truly, I never throw people out of my Heart when I meditate them and, in this 
Meditation, unavoidably, come across and need to address and feel the so-called negativity. I 
even do not know how to separate Myself from them. What for most people would be an act 
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of separation, for ‘me’, for the Heart it is an act of deeper Integration, deeper Union of Dark 
and Light. Outing negativity can be an act of Love, indeed, but of course one must not 
confuse this with the unconscious and blaming utterance of it, as usually practiced by people. 
Without willingness to Distinguish we won’t get anywhere. In general, we can ask ourselves 
what criticism or judging means, really, when, indeed, there is no basic willingness and 
ability to Distinguish, when the Eye is not There, when, behind and below what it looks like, 
behind and below the use of many many words, one can only distinguish between ‘me’ and 
‘not me’. 

Speaking about Distinction, this hearticle will not clarify much for people. If one 
resists Seeing (the Whole) Truth in oneself, words are very poor and powerless and even 
hilarious substitutes for the Truth Itself. It seems we all live in the same sphere here on earth, 
but people are in different ‘places’. It is easy to put (the rare) people who Consciously Live 
Negativity, who give shape to it, who do not Resign, in the same judged box as everyone. It is 
easy to project. It is easy to make black. It is easy to Divide, to hold on to the division 
between reality and how life should be – according to the Ego. 

It is relevant to realize here that, Beyond and despite the world and activity of the 
Judge, people’s Karma Wants to be Meditated. This is a Force Active beyond people 
themselves, beyond what they usually, consciously know. The Judge operates as a Force 
countering this, preventing Consciousness from settling on Earth, in and as human Bodies. It 
is not so that there is some kind of paradise going on here on earth that needs to be defended 
by the Judge. And suddenly Baksh starts to add some negativity. Terribly heavy as it is – if 
only for the Body that often cannot function any more – I Live people’s negativity as a 
Response, as Part of Being in Conscious Relation. There is no separate individual here who 
thinks or intuitively feels it is time again to utter some negativity, to do some hitting, back 
talking, or talking black. 

Should I still explain that I don’t Meditate people’s Karma for my own pleasure, as a 
hobby or masochistically, nor for making myself into some kind of a spiritual hero by doing 
so? I do not Do this Crazy hellish Job for myself, I would be totally crazy indeed if it were so. 
I Respond to what people and in general Humanity ‘Asks’ me. In my Non-Separation from 
Humanity’s suffering I do not Withdraw. This is my Crime, to not Withdraw, not withdraw 
safely into the mind or consciousness and shoot some general nice or seemingly confronting 
truths from there, but instead having Entered Conscious Bodily Life, Radiating back to people 
their so far unfelt Karma, not joining the Status Quo on Earth in which Woman Rules on 
Earth in the Dark and Man in the Heavens, not supporting this Separation that seems to be 
accepted by everyone despite the high price: the impossibility for Love to Manifest as the 
Human Body. 

Ego’s favourite scenario is the Heart – and the one(s) who live(s) It to whatever Depth 
– to be a precious, valuable, possibly eccentric and perhaps personal garbage bin. Preferably 
one should be able to dump shit, cramp, pain, anger, hate, resistance, whatever form of unfelt 
negativity in the garbage bin without the bin letting out a single burp in return. Indeed, the bin 
should absorb and silently transcend what people refuse to Consciously Feel by and in 
themselves. The bin should do its selfless work, transcend all the shit and pain in the dark, 
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relieve someone (partially or, in the best case, totally) from his or her inner burden, so they 
can move on again with the plans they have with their lives. And for the rest the bin should 
shut up. When a burp or fart dares to come out the bin should be judged for its nasty sounds 
and smells. And we can be happy and self-satisfied that we ourselves are not so dirty and 
rotten from inside. 

When the Heart seems to interfere with someone’s life – even though It just Reflects – 
when it is no longer a safely separate and highly admirable Something to ‘like’ and love and 
feel good with, the Judge is not pleased to say the least. Behind its usage of sane words, it 
says: ‘Heart, fuck off, leave me alone, I rule here, I am the Boss. This is none of your 
business. You will never get me.’ And suddenly the snake spits its poison out of its dark cave, 
when the Heart Comes ‘too Close.’ The moth of night, attracted to the Light, forgets the 
original attraction came out of itself before it turned into a snake. 

As I have said, the criticism of the Judge manifests in a certain context. It doesn’t arise 
out of a vacuum of not yet manifested Light. It is not something neutral, a neutral judgement 
of the situation that can be true or not. If, as usual, the judgement is not given from a Free 
Place, the poison can sometimes be bloody heavy, and all the more so the Deeper the Heart 
has Entered the dark Earthly Realm. The poison, spit as a defending attack, must be 
increasingly powerful, in proportion to the Depth of Heart’s Descent into the Form, into the 
Earth’s Dark interests and Unconsciousness. The Heart is praised, literally, into the Heavens. 
It is not Wanted here on Earth. It should be and stay a great Picture that we are all in love 
with. The very few who will ever Descend as Heart into the Body will know what I say, will 
know from within, how heavy it is to Transcend the Poison into Love, how the Body is 
literally crawling from Pain. I don’t say this to complain, but the inherent difficulty is, of 
course, that not many are willing to ‘Check’, to See-Feel Directly and most Intimately, what I 
Am Actually Doing, the Truth of it. 

The criticisms come out of resistance, out of a deep fear – to disappear as a ‘self’, to 
be Vulnerable, to Love without defence. They come out of defence, indeed, they arise from 
games of power. They arise out of anger, a desire to take revenge. The Heart has no defence. 
It is Vulnerable. It is not defended and backed up by the many – the many with their petty 
interests and individualistic perspective. Only if one is so humble and willing to consciously 
descend into the Dark and not judge what one finds there, can one start to Understand, 
Understand how reality functions here on earth below what it looks like, and also how I 
function, and in the end possibly See ‘who’ I Am. Understanding and the Judge do in no way 
go together. 

In the end, the energetic attacks are part of the same Heart that is under attack. Not 
forgetting this makes it possible or easier not to just fight in return and not to consider the 
fighter as an other. Instead, the Pain the transmitted poison causes can be Felt in the Heart. 

Sometimes I’m ‘afraid’ quite a few of the criticasters will be left sort of embittered in 
the end, devoid of (Real) Life, but will be only half-conscious of this. They might try to create 
or fake Life, make a picture of it instead of Living it – if they ‘forget’ to seriously Turn 
inward and find the Truth beyond the Ego there in that vulnerable place, the Truth That, in the 
end, has always got to Do with Love; or, at least, find a truth deeper than they were willing to 
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acknowledge so far. People who have met ‘me’ and turned away from the Heart – certainly if 
they have been Close – might, in general, have more difficulty (or need to put more effort) 
than average in repressing again their ‘own’ Impulse to the Heart. This is not because I would 
have turned against them but because the resistance they have to ‘me’ is not about ‘me’. I 
Represent Something in themselves that now they ‘need to’ repress, even though they can try 
to give this same Something a direction that is more in line with how they – or their Ego – 
want to live. I Am Everywhere, however. One cannot get rid of ‘Me’ and create one’s own 
version of Love or the Heart. There is Only One Heart, it’s not about ‘me’. One assumes that 
he or she just leaves me as (if I would be) a person, but this is not what really happens. I am 
not a person. I cannot be left, only repressed, denied, avoided. Repression of one’s Natural 
Flow of Love has its consequences for one’s life. Only if one finds ‘a’ Heart more Deeply 
Manifested into and as Life than is available here through this Body than one doesn’t need to 
repress anything and can all the more Freely Love – all the better so and I’ll be the first one to 
be happy about this and to feel relieved. 

 
Words are clumsy substitutes for reality. One better Feels, directly, in one’s Heart and 

Body what we are doing here. The mind doesn’t (want to) know, at least this is clear. What is 
less known to people is that there is a direct relationship of the mind with the Dark Force. 
This is so even though things get drastically twisted before ‘information’ from Below reaches 
the mind in the form of thoughts. The Ego, the Judge, filters on the way. Again, who wants to 
turn deeply inwardly, to See all this? 

With all of this what I have said here up to now I don’t say that criticism should not 
be. That would only make it worse: judging on top of judging, and this creates only more 
cramp, more mist. I say, rather: Feel the truth directly from within. Find the Place where there 
is no Ego, no self-interest involved. Find that deeper Place where it becomes Clear where 
certain criticism stems from. If then, if this Place has been found, criticism still needs to be 
uttered, share it. I’m not against it anyway. 

Despite their limitation, here are still some more words to digest. 
 
In case Woman (in men and, even more so, in women), as is usual, Separates Herself 

from Man, if She thus lives the perspective of individuality, She unavoidably becomes the 
Big Judge. Man and Woman have a different Direction. Woman Wants to Go Upward, to the 
Heavens, to Be Relieved of Her Earthly Burden of Old. She ‘has to’ – or, in confusion, does – 
judge ‘man’ if he Comes Down and associates with Her Dark and seems to become it. She 
doesn’t trust He Knows what He is Doing, that He won’t get lost in the Dark. She thinks she 
must keep Him on the right path. She thinks She knows. This is all understandable, but the 
Light on Earth is very dim, to say the least, there is no Overview. Man, from the Other Side, 
comes Down. He is not supposed to escape the Pain as Woman does (or: tries to) but, 
conversely, He is Supposed to Enter (Her world of) Pain. He Sees He cannot – and should not 
– avoid Her world of Ego, of interests, He cannot avoid getting His hands dirty. Otherwise He 
cannot be here on earth, manifest Himself into this world. Yet, and although in practice it 
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usually happens indeed, it is not necessarily so that, thus, He automatically gets lost and 
‘killed’ as Man in Her world. 

Woman, I do not merely Become Your Dark and that would be the end of the story. I 
need to Live You from Within. I do not in any way Separate Myself from You, as You still 
(and perhaps always) seem to need to do with Man. I live all Your Pain. If I live Your 
negativity I Know what I am doing. I am not against you or anyone. But you are afraid. If I 
seem to speak negatively about ‘someone’ – even though I don’t see anyone as a separate 
individual, I deal with a Force – you have objection to this because sooner or later I would 
come to your door as well. I don’t repeat negativity. I put my Heart in it, I put it in a Bigger 
Context. You are, in fact, afraid of Your own Judge, that it will be turned against you. I deal 
with Your Pain, Your Confusion – inherent Confusion as long as You Separate Yourself from 
Man. As far as I am concerned, and if You can, go beyond Your judgement, beyond judging 
details, forms, if You lack the Overview, but rather feel, whole-heartedly and whole-bodily, 
what I am actually Doing. Whatever form expressing the negativity takes, it is part of 
Transcending the Pain of Separation. And somewhere You Know this. And Your Ego won’t 
allow this, it wants to stay separate. I’m not against the latter, as You Know by now, I have 
always left You free in this respect. And yet I Respond, to a Deeper Call in You, the Call that 
screams: ‘Take me back into Your Loving Heart, I don’t want to live alone any more… I am 
tired, tired of myself, my running without end, without rest, tired of having to judge, tired of 
my resistance, of my separation.’ Yes, judge Me for Representing Your Deeper (Selfless) Self 
and giving necessary forms to this. Judge Me for taking Part in Your Struggle, for not leaving 
You alone. 

Especially when You have been closer with me – possibly ‘intimately’, as You call it 
(for Me everything is Intimate) – and had to leave, You had to criticize me and what I’m 
doing, to put a barrier, to make clear that we are Separate, that You prefer to stay in control. I 
am totally all right with this, even if, at rare but right moment(s), I give You a hit in return. 
Also these, infrequent, hits are being interpreted as coming out of the dark, out of negativity. 
In fact they always arise out of Love, but I won’t bother You too much with this now. The 
Ego prefers its own definition of ‘love’. Or let’s say this at least: in and as this Heart ‘I’ take 
the poison out of the hit I received. If You could allow what You receive in return, You could 
Feel something has changed, softened, released. But the Ego resists with all its might. It wants 
to survive, not soften, not Melt in Man, but to conquer Him, to become Him – as Yourself, 
not as a Natural Part of Him. 

It is interesting and also important to see – and it doesn’t go unnoticed, indeed – that 
the Judge with its criticism is always especially strong when the Sexual Force is involved in 
our contact. I don’t mean just when there has been sexual contact, but when, in whatever way, 
Sexual Interest is involved. And this is, if you really get down into it, almost always the case 
– if only we talk about any possible form of competition for instance. Such powerful old 
deeply rooted interests come to the surface… They have learned, however, they have to mask 
themselves. They cover themselves with what seems to be better accepted by the community 
and will, as experience shows, give the best (Sexually related) result: with judgements, 
reason, logic, norms, morality. It’s quite a dirty game once you start to See it, but it is part of 
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reality. Humans – much more than any other species – are masters in hiding, masking, faking, 
splitting themselves up in two. 

 
One of Your Female forms who had to leave Her Beloved – who seemed to have 

taken my ‘form’ – used Your normal judging, that is a defensive attitude, at the moment of 
goodbye. When she – or should I say You, indeed – came to my place to say goodbye for 
good I had to cry at this very sad news, so sad if only for the fact that really something was 
happening between us, something important that went far beyond these two Bodies and 
beyond having a good or loving time together. In the first place I had to cry Your unfelt pain, 
the Pain of the human Drama of Separation that apparently needs to be repeated over and over 
again, not only by her, even though she was an expert in it. I remember I felt extremely 
vulnerable while crying this Pain, this being a reflection of her feeling of extreme 
vulnerability related to (allowing and admitting) Love. I gave a form to what she couldn’t and 
didn’t want to allow. Seeing me crying, and not wanting to See Your Own Tears, You said, 
however – and that is how I return to the subject of this hearticle: “You are not ready in 
yourself if you cry like this.” 

Later, when one of her lovers she took after me – her favourite, as she claimed – had 
committed suicide, I spontaneously burst out crying. Again she didn’t seem to understand that 
I cried in her place her unfelt pain. If she could have cried I wouldn’t have had to do it. 

It seems understandable or even reasonable that most people would not Understand 
what’s going on in these cases and in general behind appearances like these. I say, however: 
the Ego, out of self-interest, does not want to Understand. Consciousness, the Eye, is, in 
Principle, everywhere, always Present. It looks from Above Down into (and is Present all 
around) our Bodies, It has a Selfless Overview of what is really going on. But the resistance 
in Allowing this Seeing is also constantly present, in the Earthly Realm, and is usually 
stronger: the Ego loves to fool the Force of Seeing and to put forward its own individualistic 
version instead and to sell this to the world. Woman, as part of her natural Resistance to 
Surrender to Man, ‘loved’ saying to people that I’m not ready with myself, to justify her own 
behaviour that she herself judged. What reinforced her attitude here was the strong tendency 
to cover up ‘The Whore in a Woman’. She didn’t want to ‘bind’ herself – a strange 
expression, how can one bind oneself to Love? She, anyhow, didn’t feel like entering too 
deeply into Love – certainly now that it had come ‘too close’ a couple of times – but rather 
wanted to explore the next men and see what (qualities) she could absorb from them for her 
own development as a woman who basically likes to stay Separate from Man. The Judge, 
however, firmly woven around her own interests, liked to formulate her departure in such a 
way that it was obvious that she as a woman could no longer stay with a man now that it 
appeared he was not ready in himself and had unfinished inner business, a man who cries over 
such a futility, two lovers splitting up. “What’s the fuss? You meet and then you split up 
again,” was her comment. 

There is a great beginning of a song: “I like to run away from you, but if you never 
found me, I would die.” 
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The Separating Force is a Force in Itself. As I have said earlier, I cannot judge it, as I 
cannot judge any part of reality, including the Judge itself. But it is anyhow good to See 
through the manipulative games it plays in the world, to justify its own behaviour in the light 
of the simultaneous, ‘terrible’, painful, Longing to Unite with Man(’s Heart). 

Woman’s social position is very if not extremely important for Her. It determines Her 
basic feeling of safety – or unsafeness. In showing the world that it is right, reasonable, 
logical, what She is doing, there are no scruples whatsoever to change the truth a bit or even 
turn things radically upside down if this seems to be needed for Her social position. Judging 
creates a fog of confusion in people. People(’s mind) start to wonder if it is true, indeed, what 
the accusations are. It might very well be so. If people are successfully seduced to go into 
their minds they are gone from reality. If only for this reason of creating Fog, the Judge likes 
to practice Her judgements to others. The more Fog, the stronger the grip of the Force of 
Unconsciousness, the smaller the chance Truth can come to Her door sooner or later. In my 
case the latter is a misjudgement, oh mighty Judge, and this has to do with Being Present in 
and as the Body, the Body and Consciousness Being One, One Heart Undividable into Two. I 
Am Your Very Heart that Feels-Sees all Your lies. 

Judging happens in a context, in a much wider constellation of Forces than the issue at 
hand. We better not be seduced to believe that it is about (defending) Truth. The Ego is what 
it is. It cannot be changed. It cannot be improved. Only Ego itself tries this, to improve itself. 
But, if we see it, how it functions, how it, purposefully, projects, we don’t have to be, 
secretly, ruled and lived by it, and inflict the same pain upon others – in principle. 

Of course, what people, as rather Unconscious slaves of the Forces, resist is My Eye 
on Earth, Heart’s Selfless Eye in the Dark. People are just afraid of it. Better avoid, or 
otherwise judge, the Eye than to See (by) yourself – or let yourself be Seen, certainly if other 
people are around who might See also what the Eye Sees. The Eye, in fact, should get the hell 
out of here. What is it doing here, the evil busybody? And the Judge is projected on the Eye, 
funny and silly as it is. It doesn’t do so without interest, as I have said earlier. 

There is also self-satisfaction and chuckling, malicious pleasure inside the Judge when 
it utters its accusations, especially when it succeeds in making a mess, in making black what 
once seemed white and clean, in (successfully) turning things upside down, if it seems to get 
away with its practices. Projecting one’s stuck darkness on what we are doing here – or, in 
Fact, allowing – is a sports in itself, seeing if one succeeds, if people buy it. The more Clean 
and Truthful something or someone seems to be, the bigger the prize when one manages to 
defile it, him or her. Also, the Judge chuckles in Her attempts to convince other people to 
leave ‘me’ under the cover of trying to help or even save them. It even likes to and does try to 
Separate the woman I Work with most intensely and intimately from me, whether by judging 
her and ‘saving’ ‘me’ or by judging me and ‘saving’ her. Critics of her – something that is 
very common as well, mainly from women – are part of the critics of ‘me’, by the way, since 
there is no separation here but One Heart. 

 The chuckling continues if I, as I do now, write about the issues the Judge put 
forward. The Judge likes the attention, likes the idea to be taken seriously, likes the idea of 
existing through commanding attention. Next to the chuckling there is also sadness involved, 
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if people buy into the judgements, indeed. It is all a game and the one who judges wants to 
win the game, but if (s)he actually wins the other side of the coin shows up, the cramp that the 
Truth has not shown up and it has to live with the cramp of the Lie inside. 

 
Man is hopeless. I can’t stop loving the woman in question very deeply. I don’t have 

judgements to her judging. The judging is, as is judging in general, a form of unrecognized 
suffering, a form of running away from Love, from Reality as It Is. This is sad enough in 
itself. It doesn’t need a judgement on top of it. 

 
Besides this, as I have said, (since I am Free in Selflessly Crying Your Pain) I laugh 

about Your Ego and You hate – and Love – Me for this. Don’t worry, I can handle Your hate. 
It just Kills Man’s Body, that’s all. It Kills Your Beloved. If it is successfully Killed the Judge 
can continue its work: ‘Man is not with Her, with Woman, not Present here in Her Earthly 
Realm; He should change, should finally be with Her, Feel her state, Her Pain, Her solitude, 
Her emptiness.’ 

No, all Your criticisms have nothing to do with Love. But You Know Love is not 
Your Task. Instead, You feel You need to find any possible proof of no-Love here. You’re in 
an Eternal Dual War with Man and the Judge is Your Weapon – not Love. Yet, in the End, 
Dark and Light are Part of the same Love, which can be experienced if one has – or has been 
– Surrendered (in)to Both of Them. Your Judge Within seems to be the Keeper of Truth here 
on Earth, the guard that takes care that Man will only be (Allowed) Here Down on Earth in 
Woman’s Realm, only be Accepted and Recognized by Her if He Is and has Proven Himself 
to Be Pure. This seems a noble Task. However, if You would Allow Yourself to live in a 
Deeper reality – where You cannot and don’t want to See yet – it appears that, on an Earthly 
Level, You actually Resist the Man You Love and instead protect (and seemingly receive but 
rather use, for yourself) the ‘man’ here on earth who is not dangerous for Your ego but with 
whom You can safely fight without the danger of being Really Touched in Your heart. No 
matter that You phrase things very differently, radically upside down, You welcome man’s 
prick here on earth, not Man’s Heart that would Mirror You. His prick is a prolongation of 
Yourself, Yourself as (part of the Illusion of being) Form; it is not dangerous. 

Living You Inside Myself I can say that the Background of Your criticisms is: Man’s 
Heart-Presence in Your Female world. The Ego, Unconsciously raging through You, wants to 
adore a picture of Man, from a safe distance – not be actually Touched by Him. You prefer to 
go to a movie for a shot of ‘love’. 

Behind what Your Ego screams and tries to show, You intuitively assume Love is on 
the Other Side, the Male Side You don’t Know. You eternally and safely hope one day Man 
steps out from the movie screen, enters the cinema room and chooses you from all people and 
takes you in His arms and gives you all the Love you have Longed for as long as You 
Remember. Sitting in your chair You laugh with Your girlfriends about this silly picture, 
instead of humbly crying… Crying Your Love for Man. 

You are Split, thoroughly Split into Two. You Long for His Love. But, what comes 
out of You is criticizing the Man from behind a Wall – without making a True Gesture to 
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Man, without Actually Allowing the Love of His Heart to Enter Your Body, to Fill Your 
(Potential) Heart. A penis is much easier to allow, indeed. Man is not the Other Side. He is 
Everywhere, Within You. 

If You cannot See, if You are afraid of Love – and You told me so – it is easier to 
define things in such a way that True Love is absent here, or at least far from Perfect and the 
Ego thinks or wants to make clear it can only Bow for perfection. It is thus easier to justify 
the uncomfortable turning of Your back to Love here. Finding wrongdoings here (or 
anywhere) You don’t have to Surrender, for the pure quality of Your Ego can only Surrender 
to Pure Love without flaws. You thought You could get ‘Love’ here, just like that, as a 
tourist, for free, or by paying a little pain or something. You like to get Love, get it, indeed, 
for Yourself. It should be Your food, instead of being the food Yourself. The latter is 
something completely different, something from another world for You. If it turns out to be 
not so easy to get and permanently keep the Sphere of Love You find here – not without 
consequences for Your ‘normal’ life – you start to criticize because You want your cookie, at 
all times available for You in the way You(r Ego) desire(s) at any possible moment. You are 
not Available… 

 
Writing this whole hearticle is certainly related to the fact of Woman’s natural 

resistance to seriously Turn Inwardly and, via Finding Man Within thus, See Herself. Self-
evidently, I don’t say this to blame the Woman in men and women for Her (egoic) ‘nature’ (if 
and as long as it is) not embedded in Her Deeper Nature That Is Man. Yet, considering the 
whole context of what I am Doing, it is absurd, that I, Man, would ‘need to’ explain if not 
justify how I function. After having Taken deeply Woman’s Pain in my Heart and Body – 
which is something She is, as usual, double, dual about – here I am (read: Man is) again, or 
still, in the good old dock. I feel vicarious shame about this. Killing Man energetically is a 
piece of cake for (a) Woman. It happens in a split of a second, literally. Recovering, 
resurrecting, takes much much longer. 

Of course, one can say: if the whole thing is absurd, why then write about it, why 
bother, why grant the hiding Judge this pleasure? This is a mind question, indicating someone 
is not really in the Body. Attacks to the Heart are actually Felt. They are real. They have 
consequences. They do not happen in a vacuum or as part of a theoretical fight in the 8th 
galaxy of another universe. We are not floating in the sky untouched by all the earthly hustle 
and bustle, whether you are aware of the touch or not. The attacks are real, real parts of the 
attempts to Kill the Heart on Earth, to prevent It from Manifesting as Such in people’s hearts 
– not as part of a malicious plan of some people, but as an integral part of the Fight between 
Forces here on earth, a Fight raging in every Body. 

“Is Azar good or bad?” somebody (else) who was with me (and was now confronted 
with ‘her’ ego) asked in confusion. This is a beautiful question in its simplicity. It shows not 
only people’s basic confusion but, also, it shows how people, if taken by the Female Force, 
experience and view life behind all the many words, reasoning, critics, and supposed 
sophisticated intelligence. Sometimes it is not easy not to fall for the temptation to answer 
such a question and say bluntly: ‘bad’. But what to say to this, in a serious way, with 
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words…? Words do not suffice here at all. In the end the Heart can and will be Shown to her 
if she is ready to Allow It. 

It is hardly necessary to say: being good or bad is not the point. If you turn within and 
meet the Dark, if you Manifest (Something Beyond) yourself in the Bodily Realm of Life – 
which would be highly exceptional – the question falls away. The criticism stops. I am not 
good or bad. I Am Life, the Living Mirror Reflecting the Two Sides of the One. 

We must not be deluded by the supposed content of the criticisms. It is not about the 
content. It’s a defence of the purposefully projecting Ego to put attention outside itself, to sow 
confusion, to offer two possibilities that, if taken seriously, will push people upward to the 
level of the mind where, in spite of what it ‘promises’, one cannot See anything, only doubt 
and doubt and doubt and think and wonder if something is true. There is no smoke without 
fire, the mind assumes, and this old ‘wisdom’ is greedily used by the Judge. The Heart is 
Vulnerable in being a Fire; it’s safer to be dead and judge and shout from the sidelines. 

The woman who tried it with the criticism that ‘I’m not ready in’ myself – as if she, in 
her firm Resistance to Man, has an Overview over what happens here on earth – came later 
with a long list of criticisms after I had once, a year after our relationship finished, finally 
given back a blow: Jesus can’t keep turning the other cheek for ever if He is Supposed to Be 
Here on Earth as Man instead of merely as the Son. At a certain point, at our last meeting, not 
long before I was fed up with being misused and treated as an eternally available waste bin, 
she hugged me and, to my amazement, whispered in my ear, almost sensually: “I have more 
criticisms but I can write them in an e-mail”. This revealed greatly that the, inherently 
criticizing, Heart-Resisting Force needs to be acted out. It was – and is – bigger than herself. 
People, certainly if something in them is triggered, need to criticize. Duality, the fundamental 
division between High and Low, dictates this. In this case here: if the content of what I am 
doing is too complicated for people, or if they feel that I am inwardly too strong to fight with 
directly with no reasonable prospect of winning the fight, then they find at least that my 
English is so bad, for instance. It was funny that the woman’s criticisms had to be uttered at 
any rate despite the obvious lack of convincing force behind them. It was rather a faint trying, 
a trying to see if I maybe, miraculously, would buy it. People are slaves and pawns to the 
Forces.  

When Woman leaves Man – I’m not talking about leaving a man – She cannot find 
some substitute form of ‘peace’ if She wouldn’t criticize Him in whatever ways. For Herself 
it is absurd that She leaves Her Beloved; She doesn’t Understand Herself, so the mind tries to 
justify the strange behaviour. The Lower parts scream they cannot Surrender to Man if He is 
like this or like that. Sadly or not, Woman cannot Find Peace if She’s not Embedded in, not 
Surrendered (in)to Man’s Heart. She won’t have peace as long as She chooses, chooses one 
side of Herself, in this case: leaving, separating from Man – instead of Surrendering to Life 
Itself, to Man Beyond choice, Beyond Two. 

The whisper event revealed the criticisms were not directed at (a) ‘me’, indeed. The 
Forces had to Fight, again, still, Their never ending Fight. The Female Force had to Fight the 
Male Force, or else She would have been ‘Swallowed’ into It, Gone into Love. At another 
event the woman in question called me to say that she was so happy she had managed to leave 
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my house, ‘me’, tear herself away from an intimate situation which had obviously touched her 
very much. “If I had not left that moment”, she said, “I would never have been able to leave 
any more and have always stayed with you.” 

 The woman in question, Woman in general, in Her addiction to judgements firmly 
rooted in fear (of becoming One with Man, which is the same as the fear of being left by 
Man), is not busy with ‘me’, with (Love for) Man – at all. She is busy with Herself. Instead of 
Seeing the Mirror, instead of allowing the Love Radiating from It, She simply projects Her 
Own dark feelings, confusion and uncertainties outside, on Man. And what’s more, She is 
somewhere aware of her projection, at least and all the more if Man’s Eye is strongly present. 
The woman, still whispering during the whisper event, added: “I know I am projecting but 
still I have to say it.” In the Presence of Man’s Eye Woman can See Herself, but this doesn’t 
necessarily mean that Her Resistance to Man stops. 

Projection is part of the Fight, not a mistake. The Dark Within will be defended 
against the Eye of Man no matter the costs. Again, the criticisms are not about ‘me’. The 
criticisms are – and have always been – about Herself. Writing all this is not a matter of 
defence, it is part of the Mirror in action. Why should and how could a Mirror defend itself? 
This would be absurd, indeed. Why should and how could a lake defend its reflection of your 
image when you look in the water, even when there are waves from some wind and the image 
gets unclear, blurry? 

It is funny – and sad – when someone in pain and panic starts shouting at the lake. 
 
I talk about the Female Force in women and men. Certainly, men also have criticisms 

of what I’m doing, how I function, who I Am: the Female Force is everywhere. But, for the 
greatest part, I can’t take the ‘male’ judgers seriously, at least not as Man. I have noticed and 
Seen so often how (by far the most) men are clumsily at the leash of the Female Force. There 
is no better word for it than that they are simply slaves of What seems to be Woman. The 
longest list of criticisms I received so far came from someone in the body of, officially, the 
male gender. I could only read in ‘his’ letter to me the (whispering) woman he loved and who 
had left me earlier. Scary as it might be for some (if you have some Eye to See the earthly 
reality of it) ‘he’ had become the woman, he had become part of the Force of the Woman, of 
Her Resistance to ‘me’, to the Heart in fact. No trace of Man left in ‘him’ and he, in his turn, 
left ‘me’ also – no problem. 

It was not accidentally that the woman had been whispering in my ear. Her protector, 
the ‘man’ I just mentioned who was present as well in that moment, couldn’t hear what she 
said to me that way. And I never told him. If someone fundamentally refuses to Embody Man 
here on earth he has to bear the consequences. As a reflection of his resistance to Man I 
stopped helping him to See the earthly reality. 

 
Meditating humanity on an Earthly Level, I am full of Woman’s Pain: Her aggression 

to Her Own Heart is my Pain. I Freely live it, heavy as it is. But don’t pin me on what comes 
out, as if that would be me or Me – even though I Am Fully Responsible for Living the 
world’s negativity. (In fact, I have never met a Responsible person in case he or she does not 
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fully, whole-heartedly, whole-bodily acknowledge, feel, meet the Dark, beyond any form of 
judgement.) I Am always Beyond. Blessed are the few who Feel Beyond, who Feel ‘Me’ 
Directly. For the rest, it is not strange or uncommon to have a double, split relation with (what 
seems to be) ‘me’. (Almost) everyone wants to disappear as a self and, simultaneously, to 
remain and live as a self. (Almost) everyone wants (some) Love in their lives and, 
simultaneously, resists really Allowing it. 

 
‘The enemy’ can only be Found inside, not outside. Looking outside is an endless 

tragedy of Unconsciousness and hostility repeating itself. Looking outside means everybody 
is your enemy, everyone is an other and everyone will be criticized. This criticism will come 
to the surface especially if the Mirror comes too close, but it is always there, the whole day 
long, a whole life time. 

 
There is an inner mechanism active in quite many people that says: better be the first 

one who ‘criticizes’ – read: who attacks. This attitude reveals one lives a life out of defence, 
trying to avoid inner trouble, avoid being hurt (too much) – instead of following, of Allowing 
the Natural Impulse to Love. If you are the first one to attack, you force the other one in a 
defensive role and you seem to have better prospects on staying out of the danger zone, of 
being successfully attacked yourself in the created fog – even though the Ego usually prefers 
to run its show of control and aggression in the dark, to make it and to get away with itself 
without having to attack openly. As I have said earlier, usually I do not attack people’s ego. 
But the Ego feels attacked or in danger anyway, so it feels urged to attack. It has no idea of 
the fact that it is creating the war by itself. It assumes it responds to something outside. If I, 
finally, and as a Mirror, give a blow in return, the ego is confirmed that I am not trustable, 
indeed. So be it. 

In the end, all of this is part of messing around in deadness, still trying to get some 
egoic satisfaction in an already dead(ened) state resisting the Heart’s (Natural Impulse to) 
Love. The attacker likes at least to be the winner in the deadness. The Deadness itself is 
already bad enough. Winning the battle in the deadness is at least something, it seems – but 
dead is dead: a dead victory of the ego is still dead. 

There is a world of difference between the ordinary judgements and criticisms as an 
attack out of defence and, on the other hand, Cutting through the Lie. The first serve the 
Separating Force, serve the maintenance or reinforcement of the Division between Body and 
Consciousness. The latter exists as part of the One Heart Manifested on Earth being whole-
heartedly and whole-bodily Fed Up, (only) after having Consciously Lived the Poison and 
the Lie of Separation in Its own Body or Bodies. The Judge is never truly whole-bodily Fed 
Up. It will always stay ‘half’, slimy, not given, doubting for ever, hiding for ever. The Judge 
and the Heart will always be in a Fight. The Heart is Free, however. It plays its, in a way silly, 
part in the Fight but is at the same time Free Beyond it. The Judge will always stay an empty 
slave of its own Duality. 

The Ego, the Projector, is so blind(ed by its supposed interests) that it cannot See that 
it, also, projects the Judge on the Mirror. It is afraid it is being judged by the Heart, the Only 
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One Who can, Finally, Love it and take its loneliness and emptiness Back into the Fullness 
and Aliveness of the Heart. 

There is only one True ‘Judge’ and that is Truth Itself. Sometimes, when people are 
very attached to their criticisms and judgements, I have this vision that a Voice comes out of 
the Sky and simply tells the Truth, just how it is, in reality, a Voice without form but accepted 
by everyone as neutrally telling the Truth. Here is total absence of fear for this kind of Final 
Judgement. Ego, however, lives constantly in this fear, the fear of being unmasked sooner or 
later. It’s constantly on its guard. It can never rest in reality. It knows it escapes and postpones 
constantly. 

Only if you become One with someone – if, therefore, you Saw the Impersonal Truth 
Inside – you are entitled to speak, to say something about him or her, since from the inside 
you feel his or her reality; it’s not a guess from outside, from a separate mind. The Judge, 
however, says things about others in order to stay separate, to divide – not to distinguish. The 
Judge is inherently part of Duality. Only by Seeing-Feeling Duality (in oneself) one can 
Dissolve in the One and thus, on the Deepest Level, be Freed from the Judge. Secretly 
judging the Judge and trying to go beyond it – because the judge is judged as wrong – won’t 
do. One can only Enter the Judge and See from within what it is about, and what not. 
 

At least, if one understands (something of) what I am ‘Doing’, one could say: ‘It 
might not be so clever to, sometimes, openly show signs of Darkness in the presence of other 
people. Sooner or later this will be misinterpreted and it will be used against you.’ This is 
true. But I’m not born to become clever. I don’t have a strategy. It goes as it goes and there is 
a deeper reason for this that I not only completely Trust but rather Am. 

Related to this – and although not the purpose of this writing – it is worthwhile and, in 
fact, very important to mention and realize the following, and this can, if not totally change 
the perspective by which this hearticle can be read, at least put the whole thing of the criticism 
in a much wider, Deeper perspective. The other side, call it the positive side if you please, of 
(absorbing) the criticism is that it provides the next layer of Resistance that Man’s Heart 
Needs to Manifest Itself in the world of Form, seemingly heartless form. Without this 
Resistance the Heart cannot ‘do’ this. Resistance gives a direction into the ‘matter’, both in 
the sense of Energy and Consciousness. Otherwise the Heart would be sort of floating or 
flying without form. 

Only, if the Resistance is very big, it is also dangerous to Associate with it. If the 
Heart no longer manages to Transcend the resistance in the human Body (or Bodies), the 
Body will die at a certain point. The outcome of people’s inner Struggle that I Take on ‘me’ 
and give form to is never certain. 

On a feeling level the ‘positive’ side of the coin showing itself in an obvious result can 
be experienced less than one per cent of the time. Most of it is just heavy work done before 
the Body – ‘carrying’ (and Ultimately Being) the Heart – can surrender into the next layer of 
the earth’s resistance. 
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Still only this, for now. Woman, despite Your complaining attitude, You always like 
and try to be positive about everything. This is related to the fact that the negativity You feel 
inside is too much to bear for You without Man’s Presence that You try to resist or avoid. If 
you are really so positive, why aren’t You positive about the very negativity You judge? Just 
see what happens, if You do so… 


